Let M be a filtered module. Some properties of elements of M are "generic" in the following sense:
1. Introduction 1.1. Given an R-module M with a filtration M = M 0 M 1 · · · , and a certain property P, denote by M P ⊆ M the subset of elements that possess P. Explicitly this means:
• (being open) for any z ∈ M P and some n ≫ 1 (that depends on z) holds: {z} + M n ⊆ M P .
• (being dense) for any z ∈ M and any n ∈ N there exists w ∈ M n such that z + w ∈ M P . Equivalently, for any n ∈ N, the projection M πn → M / Mn satisfies: π n (M ) = π n (M P ). A property is often "expected" if it holds over the ring of indeterminates, R[x] or R [[x] ]. But such an expected property can be violated by a (degenerate) specialization, R[x] → R, R [[x] ] → R, x → f . We prove that many expected properties hold generically on the module of specializations.
1.2. Conventions. The rings in this paper are (unital, commutative) Noetherian, with no assumptions on characteristic. All the modules are finitely-generated. Unless stated otherwise m ⊂ R denotes the Jacobson radical. (In particular, for a local ring, m is the maximal ideal.) By L, M, N we denote R-modules.
We use the multi-indices, x = (x 1 , . . . , x r ), f = (f 1 , . . . , f r ), etc.
1.3. The content of the paper. §2 addresses the semi-continuity/stability of grade, exactness and height. In lemma 2.1 we recall that exactness of a complex is preserved under "higher order perturbations", for the filtration {m n }. Thus exactness is an open property for m-adic filtrations. This implies, e.g. semi-continuity of the grade of ideal and stability of a sequence being regular. In lemma 2.4 we prove that the height of ideals is semi-continuous. For non-local rings the Jacobson radicals are often small (sometimes zero). Thus one would like to replace the filtration {m n } by {I n }, for some other ideal I ⊂ R. Our lemmas are sharp, if the elements of a filtration are not contained in {m n } then exactness is not preserved, see remark 2.3.
Most of these results are well known (see the references in §2), we give short proofs for completeness. §3 is about approximations with expected grade/height/exactness. Given an M -regular sequence of polynomials/power series, h(f ) := (h 1 (x), . . . , h c (x)) ∈ R[x] c , R [[x] ] c , its specialization, h(f ) ∈ R c , is not necessarily M -regular. In theorem 3.1 we prove that this specialization is approximated by a regular Date: October 15, 2019. D.K. was supported by Israel Science Foundation, grant No. 844/14. We thank L. Avramov, G.M. Greuel and A.F. Boix for important advices.
specialization, h(f + g) ∈ R c . In particular, the ideal (h(f )) ⊂ R is approximated by a complete intersection ideal, of grade c, as expected. Here the approximation g can be chosen small in a very strict sense and can avoid a prescribed set of submodules.
Note that this approximation, (h(f )) (h(f + g)), is not a flat deformation. Similarly, in theorem 3.6 we prove: if height(h) = c (even if this sequence is non-regular) then the ideal (h(f )) is approximated by an ideal (h(f + g)) of height c.
Thus the set of "good" specializations is dense. Among examples and applications of this are:
• sequences are approximated by regular sequences, ideals are approximated by complete intersections;
• any (scheme) subgerm is approximated by a subgerm of expected codimension. §4 consists of the applications of these stability/approximation results to ideals/modules/complexes. We obtain characterization of "How does the generic object look like?".
• In 4.1 we establish the "generic" properties of determinantal ideals/schemes: any matrix is approximated by a matrix whose determinantal ideals are of expected grades/heights. If (R, m) is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring then any matrix is approximated by one whose determinantal ideals are perfect Cohen-Macaulay. • In §4.2 we show that the behaviour of depth/grade under projections/specializations (which is pathological in the degenerate case) can be improved to the "expected" one. • In §4.3 we obtain: any morphism of modules is approximated by a morphism whose generalized Eagon-Northcott complexes are acyclic. • In §4.4 we obtain the generic vanishing of T or and Ext. Some of these statements are well known in Commutative Algebra, some others are known in Singularity Theory for the particular case, R = C{x}.
But we could not find the references for this description of the "generic object", in the generality of (local) Noetherian rings.
Continuation.
Recall the classical Thom's transversality theorem: any C ∞ -map of manifolds, X → Y , can be made transversal to a given submanifold, Y ⊃ Z, by arbitrarily small deformation.
Our initial motivation was to convert this into a purely algebraic statement, with purely algebraic proofs. (Instead of the classical proofs using the real/complex topology.)
In the subsequent paper we address the genericity properties of irreducibility, primeness, normality, (non-)regular/singular loci.
2. Stability/opennes/semi-continuity properties of exactness, grade and height 2.1. Deformations of high order preserve exactness of a complex. Let (R, m) be as in §1.2 Lemma 2.1. Given an exact complex of (f.g.) modules, (M • , φ • ).
There exists a sequence of integers {n
, is again a complex, then this complex is exact. 2. For any prime ideal p ⊂ R there exists a sequence of integers
is again a complex, then this complex is exact.
If a complex is bounded then we can choose one uniform integer, n. This statement is well known, see e.g. Proposition 1.1 of [Eisenbud-Huneke] and page 62 of [Eisenbud.74] . 
Iterate this procedure, to get (by Artin-Rees lemma): Ker(ψ + ψ ψ ) ⊆ Im(φ + ψ φ ) + m n · Ker(ψ + ψ ψ ) for any n. Finally, apply the Nakayama lemma for (R, m). Part 2. follows now by localization at p.
i. If f = (f 1 , . . . , f r ) is a regular sequence then exists n ∈ N such that for any g = (g 1 , . . . , g r ) ∈ m n · R r the sequence f + g is regular. (Apply the lemma to the Koszul complex K f :
In particular, if f ∈ R is not a zero divisor then f + g is not a zero divisor, for any g ∈ m n with n ≫ 1. ii. Geometrically, given a (algebraic/analytic/formal) germ (X, o), with its local ring O (X,o) 
is a complete intersection for any g ∈ m n ·O r (X,o) , with n ≫ 1.
iii. More generally, given a module M , if a tuple f ∈ R r is M -regular then f + g is M -regular too, for any g ∈ m n · R r with n ≫ 1. Indeed, one applies the lemma to the Koszul complex K f ⊗ M . (This gives Corollary 1.2 of [Huneke-Trivedi] .) Equivalently, if the Koszul cohomology vanishes, H i>0 (f ; M ) = 0, then its approximation vanishes too, H i>0 (f + g; M ) = 0.
Remark 2.3. Recall that for non-local rings the Jacobson radical can be rather small, e.g. J( [x]) = 0. Therefore in part 1 of lemma 2.1 one would like to replace m by some ideal I and to weaken the assumptions at least to:
For any exact complex of (f.g.) modules,
is again a complex, then this complex is exact. This is obstructed by the following examples:
i. Let R be a non-local ring, with a maximal ideal a ⊂ R. Assume that R contains a copy of the field := R / a . For x ∈ R take the exact complex R
. Suppose an ideal I ⊂ R satisfies: I n ⊆ a for any n. Take the filtration {I n }. Fix some f ∈ I n \ (I n ∩ a) and denote the image of f in R / a by c ∈ . Using the embedding ⊂ R identify c ∈ R. Thus f c ∈ I n \ (I n ∩ a) goes to 1 ∈ . But then the complex R
And one can choose x ∈ I j , j ≫ 1, and any n. ii. Let R = [x 1 , x 2 ] / (x 1 · x 2 ) and I = (1 + x 1 ). Let f = 1 + x 1 (a regular element) and g = (1 + x 1 ) n . For any n ≫ 1 the element f − g is not regular. ii. Take the projection R
The M -regularity assumption on f is important. For example, let r = 1 and I = m. Take 0 = f ∈ Ann(M ) and g such that f + g is M -regular. Then grade π f I π f M = grade π f +g I π f +g M + 1.
On the other hand, we do not assume the sequence f to be R-regular. We list two particular cases:
• For M = R we get: the grade of the projected ideal does not decrease under small deformations of the projections.
, fix some f ∈ m · S r and take the specialization R → R / (x − f ) . Accordingly we have:
Then there exists n ≫ 1 such that for any g ∈ m n · R r , holds:
iii. Fix a finite set of triples, {f (α) , I α , M α } α , as in part ii. By repeating part ii., there exists n ∈ N such that for any sequences {g (α) ∈ m n · R r } α holds:
2.3. Semi-continuity of height of ideals.
Lemma 2.4. Take a tuple of elements f ∈ R r . There exists n ∈ N such that for any g ∈ m n · R r holds:
Then for any g ∈ m n ·R r holds (by Nakayama):
Thus
This statement does not hold for non-local rings without further restrictions, see remark 2.3.ii.
2.4. The geometric interpretation. For a local ring (R, m) take the corresponding germ of scheme,
Here the intersections can be not pure co-dimensional, then we take the smallest among the co-dimensions of the irreducible components.
Approximations with expected grade/height/exactness
Given a sequence of polynomials in indeterminates,
Here the completion R (m) is taken to ensure the convergence.
Even if the sequence h is regular, the specialization is not necessarily regular. Thus the grade/height of ideals/modules can drop down under specialization:
In this section we prove that the specializations that preserve regularity/exactness/grade/height are dense in the sense of definition 1.1.
3.1. Improving the regularity of a sequence.
, resp. anM (m) -regular sequence (for power series). 2. Moreover, one can ensure that both g and f +g avoid any given finite collection of submodules {N α ⊂ R r } α that satisfy: N α ⊇ m n · N for any n, α.
If R is m-complete then one can avoid a countable collection of such submodules {N α ⊂ R r }.
Proof. Part 1. is proved in Steps 1-2. Part 2. is proved in Step 3.
Step 1. (Reduction to the particular case: c = 1 and M = R, a domain) Recall that q = (q 1 , . . . , q c ) is M -regular iff q i+1 is regular on M / (q 1 , . . . , q i )M , for any i = 0, . . . , c − 1.
In addition, as the sequence h(x) is M [x]-regular, for any i = 1, . . . , c holds:
].) Therefore, by induction, it is enough to verify just the case of one element, c = 1.
Note that N does not change during the induction, thus for each i the ideal Ann( R r / N ) contains an M / (q 1 , . . . , q i )M -regular sequence of length c − i.
Therefore we start with an M -regular element h(x), i.e. h(x) ∈ Ass(M [x]), and a submodule N ⊂ m · R r , such that the annihilator Ann R r / N contains an M -regular element. For any tuple f ∈ R r we should find a tuple g ∈ N such that h(f + g) ∈ Ass(M ). (For power series: h(f + g) ∈ Ass(M (m) ).)
By Noetherianity Ass(M ) is a finite set of prime ideals in R. (Note also:
Replace R by the domain R / p and note the M -regular element of Ann R r / N remains M -regular.
Therefore it is enough to prove: 
Thus, for n ≫ 1 we get: ord m h k (t n g) < ord (x) h >k (t n g). And therefore h(t n g) = 0.
Step 3. (Proof of part 2 of the theorem) Suppose the deformed sequence h
Fix a finite or countable set of submodules {N α ⊂ R r }, as in the assumption. An auxiliary observation: for any z ∈ N , and any n, α, there exists w z,n,α ∈ m n · N such that z + w n,α ∈ N α . Indeed, we can assume z ∈ N α . Take somew ∈ N + Nα / Nα that is not annihilated by any power of m. Choose some preimage w ∈ N and consider the line {z + t·w} t∈R . Take t 0 ∈ m n that does not annihilatew, then z + t 0 · w ∈ N α .
Using this auxiliary observation fix some q (1) ∈ m n1 · N such that g + q (1) ∈ N 1 and f + g + q (1) ∈ N 1 . Deform f + g f + g + q (1) . For n 1 ≫ 1 the deformed sequence h(f + g + q (1) ) remains regular, by example 2.2.i.i. Now deform to f + g + q (1) + q (2) , for n 2 ≫ n 1 , and so on. Eventually, for a finite collection {N α }, we get a regular sequence h(f + g + q (i) ), that satisfies:
For a countable collection, and R being m-complete, one takes the infinite sum ∞ q (i) .
Example 3.2. As the simplest submodule we take N = ⊕ r j=1 I j ⊂ R r , where I j ⊂ m and {grade Ij M ≥ c} j . Then Ann R r / N = ∩I j is of grade min{grade Ij M }, which is at least c.
i. In the simplest case, h 1 = x 1 , . . . , h r = x r , we get: for any sequence f ∈ m · R r and any ideals {I j ⊂ m}, with {grade Ij M ≥ r}, there exist {g j ∈ I j } such that the sequence f + g is M -regular. For r = 1 and M = R this gives Theorem 2.1 of [Avramov-Iyengar] .
Thus, when grade m M ≥ r, being M -regular sequence is a generic property for the elements of the module m · R r , in the sense of definition 1.1. ii. Geometrically, for the case R-local, any subscheme V (f ) ⊂ Spec(R) is approximated by a complete intersection.
iii. An equivalent formulation: if the tensored Koszul complex K h(x) ⊗ M [x] is exact, then its specialization, K h(f ) ⊗ M , is not necessarily exact, but is approximated by an exact one, K h(f +g) ⊗ M . iv. Suppose the sequence f 1 , . . . , f r contains an M -regular subsequence, f 1 , . . . , f k , for some k ≤ r. Then for any ideals I k+1 , . . . , I r satisfying grade(I j + k i=1 (f i )) ≥ r, there exist g k+1 ∈ I k+1 , . . . , g r ∈ I r such that the sequence
. . , f r + g r is M -regular. (In the theorem choose h i = f i for i = 1 . . . k and h i = x i for i = k + 1 . . . r.)
In particular, in theorem 3.1 we do not assume r ≥ c, the case r < c is also important. (1) ) is regular. Now shrink the ideals I 2 , . . . , I p to the ideals I 2 ∩ m n , . . . , I p ∩ m n , n ≫ 1, so that deformation by any g (j) ∈ I j ∩ m n preserves the regularity of h (1) (f + g (1) ). (This is possible by example 2.2.) Fix g (2) ∈ (I 2 ∩ m n ) · R r to ensure the regularity of both h (1) (f + g (1) + g (2) ) and h (2) (f + g (1) + g (2) ). And so on. Example 3.5. i. Fix a morphism of free modules, R a φ → R b , a ≤ b. For any ideal I R that contains a non-zero divisor, there exists ψ ∈ Hom(R a , I · R b ), such that the morphism R a φ+ψ → R b is injective. Proof: It is enough to check the case a = b, i.e. to check the injectivity for a (maximal) square submatrix of φ. Thus (for a = b) it is enough to verify: det(φ + ψ) ∈ R is not a zero divisor. This follows straight from theorem 3.1, for c = 1 and h(x) =the determinant of matrix of indeterminates.
The assumption that I contains a non-zero divisor is important here. For example, let R = [[x, y] 
where is a field. This ring contains no regular elements. And the morphism R x+ψ → R is non-injective for any ψ ∈ m = (x, y). ii. One cannot extend part i. to "a complex is approximated by an exact one", as a non-surjective morphism is not approximated by a surjective one. Indeed, M φ → N is a non-surjective morphism of modules iff its fiber at the origin, (for polynomials) , resp. f ∈ m · R r (for power series), and any submodule N ⊆ m · R r such that height(Ann R r / N ) ≥ c holds:
1. There exists a tuple g ∈ N such that the ideal h(f + g) ⊂ R, resp. h(f + g) ⊂ R (m) (for power series) , is of height c. 2. Moreover, such g and f + g can be chosen to avoid any given finite collection of submodules {N α ⊂ R r } that satisfy: N α ⊇ m n · N , for any n, α. If R is m-complete then one can avoid any countable collection of such modules.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 3.1, for the case M = R. Recall that height does not depend on nilpotents. Thus at each step we pass freely to the reduced ring R / nilp(R) , and relate the grade and the height.
] is a non-zero divisor and we should find g ∈ N such that h(f + g) ∈ R (or in R (m) ) is a non-zero divisor. As height(Ann R r / N ) ≥ 1, this annihilator contains a non-zero divisor. Thus (factoring by nilpotents) grade(Ann R r / N ) ≥ 1 and we apply Step 2. of the proof of theorem 3.1. The case c > 1. Adjust f f + g (1) such that h 1 (f + g (1) ) ∈ R is a non-zero divisor and pass to the ring R / h 1 (f + g (1) ) . Note that the height of the ideal Ann R r / M ⊗ R / h 1 (f + g (1) ) is at least c − 1, in particular this ideal contains a non-zero divisor. Continue as in the case c = 1. Part 2. Goes in the same way as Step 3. of theorem 3.1.
Example 3.7. We list immediate consequences, as in example 3.2. Take N = ⊕ r j=1 I j ⊂ R r , where I j ⊆ m and {height(I j ) ≥ c} j . Then Ann R r / N = ∩I j is of height min{height(I j )}, which is at least c.
i. For h 1 = x 1 , . . . , h r = x r , we get: for any sequence f ∈ m · R r and any ideals {I j ⊂ m}, with {height(I j ) ≥ r}, there exist {g j ∈ I j } such that the ideal (f + g) is of height r. Thus being of expected height is a generic property for the ideals with a given number of generators, in the sense of definition 1.1. ii. Suppose for the sequence f 1 , . . . , f r , and some k < r holds, height(f 1 , . . . , f k ) = k. Then for any ideals I k+1 , . . . , I r satisfying height(
iii. Proposition 3.6 can be applied repetitively to approximate several ideals by ideals of "correct" height, as in example 3.3. Take some sequences, g (1) ) = c. Now shrink the ideals I 2 , . . . , I p to the ideals I 2 ∩ m n , . . . , I p ∩ m n , n ≫ 1, so that deformation by any g (j) ∈ I j ∩ m n does not decrease the height of (h (1) (f + g (1) )). (This is possible by lemma 2.4.) Fix g (2) ∈ (I 2 ∩ m n ) · R r to ensure the needed height of both (h (1) (f + g (1) + g (2) )) and (h (2) (f + g (1) + g (2) )). And so on. 
Here codim(Z, o) is the minimum among the co-dimensions of the irreducible components of (Z, o).
Proof. Example 3.7.iii. reduces the question to the case of a pair of irreducible germs,
Fix a sequence y in I Y such that height(y) = height(I Y ), and a sequence q in I X such that height(q) = height(I X ). We want to find g ∈ I Z · R r such that Let (R, m) as in §1.2, and φ ∈ M at m×n (m). In general the good properties of {I r (X)} do not survive the restriction to {I r (φ)}, e.g. the grade/height equalities become inequalities:
In the degenerate case (some of) the inequalities can be strict. We prove that many properties are semicontinuous/stable and can be restored by deformations/approximations. 4.1.1. Grade and height for rectangular matrices. Denote by a (not necessarily square) block of some (prescribed) rows/columns, e.g.
can be a particular entry or the whole matrix. Thus for φ ∈ M at m×n (R) we have the sub-matrix φ , and its determinantal ideals {I j (φ )} j . Then the sequence {det(φ α + ψ α )} α is regular. 2. For any j and any block holds: 
3. For any of sizem ×ñ and any j ≤ min(m,ñ) holds:
Part 1 follow straight from Theorem 3.1. (Choose {h α (x) = det(X α )}.) Part 2 follow straight from example 3.3. Part 3 follows by example 3.7.
Sometimes one wants to deform a matrix to improve one determinantal ideal, while preserving (some invariants of) the others. For example, we have: Corollary 4.3. For any φ ∈ M at m×n (m), any r ≥ 1, and any q ∈ N, there exists ψ ∈ M at m×n (m q · I r (φ)) such that:
i. I j (φ + ψ) = I j (φ) for any j = 1, . . . , r.
ii. grade I j+1 (φ + ψ) = min (m − j)(n − j), grade(I r (φ)) for any j ≥ r.
iii. height I j+1 (φ + ψ) = min (m − j)(n − j), height(I r (φ)) for any j ≥ r. 
4.2. The grade of a module and height of an ideal. Let (R, m) be a local ring, take an ideal I ⊂ R, a module M and a sequence f ∈ m · R r .
i. By §2.2 there exists n such that for any g ∈ m n · R r holds:
Obviously grade (f ) M ≤ min(r, grade m M ) and the strict inequality occurs in degenerate cases. However, for any J ⊂ m · R r such that grade J M = min(r, grade m M ), there exists a tuple g ∈ J · R r such that grade (f +g) M = min(r, grade m M ). (Apply example 3.2.)
ii. Take a sequence f ∈ m · R r and the corresponding projection R Proof. Let grade I M = c ≥ r. Take an M -regular sequence q 1 , . . . , q c−r ∈ I. The sequence q, f is not necessarily M -regular. By example 3.2 there exists g ∈ N such that q, f + g is M -regular and also the sequence f + g is R / I -regular. Thus grade π f +g (I) π f +g M ≥ grade I M − r.
The other direction follows from the relation: grade I M / f · M = grade I M − 1, for f generic. iii. Suppose height(I) ≥ r. Then height(π f I) ≥ height(I) − r. For generic f one expects the equality.
Proposition 3.6 gives: for any submodule N ⊂ m · R r , such that height(Ann R r / N ) ≥ r, exists g ∈ N such that height(π f+g I) = height(I) − r. Proof: as above.
4.3. Properties of morphisms and generalized Eagon-Northcott complexes. To a morphism of free modules, F 1 φ → F 0 , rank(F 1 ) ≥ rank(F 0 ), one associates the generalized Eagon-Northcott complexes, (C i φ ) • , for i = 0, 1, . . . , rank(F 0 ), see Appendix A.2.6 of [Eisenbud] . In particular, (C 0 φ ) • is the E.N. complex (in the generic case it resolves the ideal I m (φ)), while (C 1 φ ) • is the Buchsbaum-Rim complex (in the generic case it resolves coker(φ)).
In non-generic cases the complexes C i φ are not necessarily exact. However, this can be improved. Corollary 4.5. 1. (Stability of exactness) Suppose the complex C i φ is exact, for some i. Then exists n such that for any F 1 ψ → m n · F 0 the complex C i φ+ψ is exact. 2. (Exact approximation) Suppose grade m (R) ≥ (rank(F 1 ) − r)(rank(F 0 ) − r), for some r. Then for any n ∈ N there exists F 1 ψ → m n · F 0 such that the complexes {C i φ+ψ } i>r are acyclic.
Proof. 1. The maps in C i φ are constructed via the exterior powers of φ. Thus a deformation φ φ + ψ, induces the deformed complexes C i φ+ψ . Apply lemma 2.1.
2. By Corollary 4.2, exists F 1 ψ → J · F 0 such that for any i ≥ r holds:
(12) grade Ii+1(φ+ψ) R = (rank(F 1 ) − i)(rank(F 0 ) − i).
And this ensures the acyclicity of {C i φ+ψ } i>r , see Theorem A.2.10 of [Eisenbud] . Example 4.6. Let M be a module with the Betti numbers β 1 (M ) ≥ β 0 (M ), and assume grade m R ≥ β 1 − β 0 + 1. Then M is approximated by a moduleM with β i (M ) = β i (M ), for i = 0, 1, and the projective dimension pd(M ) = β 1 − β 0 + 1.
T or, Ext.
Example 4.7. (Stability of T or, Ext-vanishing) Take a morphism of free modules, F 1 φ → F 0 , and assume (for some i) the generalized E.N. complex C i φ is acyclic. i. Assume T or R j (coker(φ), M ) = 0 for some j ∈ N. Then there exists n ∈ N such that for any F 1 ψ → m n ·F 0 holds: T or R j (coker(φ + ψ), M ) = 0 (for those j and M ). Indeed, resolve coker(φ) by C i φ , then the complex C i φ ⊗ M is exact at place j. Thus any m n -adic approximation, C i φ+ψ ⊗ M is exact at place j. ii. Similarly one gets: if the complex C i φ is acyclic and Ext j R (coker(φ), M ) = 0, for some j, M , then Ext j R (coker(φ + ψ), M ) = 0 for any F 1 ψ → m n · F 0 . iii. In the particular case, rank(F 0 ) = 1, rank(F 1 ) = r, we get again: if f is R-regular and M -regular, then f + g is R and M -regular.
iv. The acyclicity assumption on C i φ is important due to the following trivial example. Let R φ=0 → R and suppose ψ ∈ m n is regular. Then T or 1 (coker(φ), M ) = 0, but T or 1 (coker(φ + ψ), M ) = 0 : M ψ. 
